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(Dated: Marh 1, 2018)
We analyze eletromagnetially indued transpareny and light storage in an ensemble of atoms
with multiple exited levels (multi-Λ onguration) whih are oupled to one of the ground states
by quantized signal elds and to the other one via lassial ontrol elds. We present a basis
transformation of atomi and optial states whih redues the analysis of the system to that of EIT
in a regular 3-level onguration. We demonstrate the existene of dark state polaritons and propose
a protool to transfer quantum information from one optial mode to another by an adiabati ontrol
of the ontrol elds.
PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 32.80.Qk, 42.50.Gy
INTRODUCTION
Eletromagnetially indued transpareny (EIT) is a
quantum interferene eet ourring when a weak signal
light eld and a stronger ontrol eld both interat with
an ensemble of atoms with Λ-shaped energy level ongu-
ration [1, 2℄. The quantum probabilities for an exitation
of the atoms by both light elds interfere destrutively,
so that no exitation takes plae and the normally highly
opaque medium beomes transparent for the signal eld.
EIT in atomi media attrats great interest due to its
possible appliations in nonlinear optis and quantum
information proessing. In partiular, high sensitivity
to the two-photon resonane ondition leads to a steep
dispersion for the signal eld whih therefore experienes
a greatly redued group veloity. The demonstration of
suh an eet in an ultra-old atomi gas [3℄ and hot
atomi vapor [4℄ and the subsequent stopping of light [5,
6℄ by an adiabati proess make this system appealing as
a andidate for a quantum optial memory devie.
Of further interest are double- and multi-Λ ongu-
rations that ontain two or more exited levels and are
exited by several ontrol elds. Nonlinear eets suh as
four-wave mixing [7, 8℄, phase onjugation [9℄, and ampli-
ation without inversion [10, 11℄ have been investigated
for strong elds applied to both sides of the Λ [12℄. If,
on the other hand, the ontrol elds ouple to the same
ground state, and the signal elds to the other (g. 1),
the behavior of the system with respet to the signal
elds is analogous to regular EIT, but with given on-
trol elds EIT is experiened by only one spei linear
ombination of signal modes [12, 13, 14, 15, 16℄ whereas
others get absorbed. The ation of the atomi sample on
the signal elds is analogous to that of an interferome-
ter followed by absorption of all but one output modes.
Razy«ski and Zaremba [17, 18℄ investigated formation
of dark-state polaritons [19℄ as well as storage of light in
∗
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a double-Λ system.
Most of the existing work on EIT in multilevel sys-
tems was done with lassial elds. An expansion into
the quantum domain was undertaken by Liu et al. who
derived an expression for a dark state with multiple quan-
tum signal elds in stationary modes [13, 20℄. However,
to our knowledge, no full quantum EIT/light storage for-
malism has been developed for propagating optial elds
in this system. In the present paper, we bridge this gap
by elaborating a basis transformation for both atomi
and optial states whih redues multi-level EIT to the
well investigated EIT in a regular Λ sheme. In addi-
tion, we show that by an adiabati hange of the on-
trol elds, a transfer of quantum optial states between
dierent signal modes or their linear ombinations an
be implemented. This proedure resembles stimulated
Raman adiabati passage (STIRAP) [21℄, but applies to
optial rather than atomi states and an be useful for
routing and distribution of optially enoded information
in lassial and quantum ommuniation.
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FIG. 1: Multi Λ-system: Q exited states |Aq〉 are eah ou-
pled by a lassial ontrol eld Ωq with detuning ∆ to the
ground state |C〉 and by a quantized eld aˆq with detuning δ
to another ground state |B〉.
2In order to better understand EIT in a multi-Λ ensem-
ble, we rst fous on a simplied system with disrete
(non-propagating, suh as in a avity) quantized eld
modes before we generalize our treatment to propagating
wave pakets.
We onsider an ensemble of N multi-Λ-onguration
atoms (g. 1). Eah of the exited states {|Aq〉}q=1,...,Q
is oupled to the two ground states |B〉 and |C〉 by a
quantized signal eld aˆq and a lassial ontrol eld Ωq,
respetively. All the signal beams are detuned from the
optial resonane by the same amount δ = Eq−EB−h¯νq;
the detuning of the ontrol beams is ∆ = Eq−EC− h¯ωq,
where νq and ωq are the respetive laser frequenies.
Let σˆjαβ = |α〉jj〈β| be the ip operator between the
states |β〉 and |α〉 of the j-th atom. When all elds are
resonant (δ = ∆ = 0) the dynamis of this system is
desribed by the interation Hamiltonian
Hˆ
int
= −h¯
N∑
j=1
Q∑
q=1
(
gq aˆq σˆ
j
aqb
+Ωq(t) σˆ
j
aqc
)
+H.a. (1)
in the o-rotating frame. Here aˆq is the photon anni-
hilation operator of the q-th mode and gq desribes the
vauum Rabi frequeny of that transition whih is as-
sumed to be equal for all the atoms (Dike limit). Ωq(t) is
the slowly varying Rabi frequeny of the aording las-
sial ontrol eld.
Let
∣∣Ck〉 denote the totally symmetri state with k
atoms in state |C〉 and all others in state |B〉.∣∣Ck〉 = 1√(
N
k
) ∑
1≤j1<···<jk≤N
|B1, . . . , Cj1 , . . . , Cjk , . . . , BN 〉
(2)
By analogy to ref. [20℄, it then an be shown that the
states
|D,n〉=

 N∑
j=1
σˆjCB −
Q∑
q=1
(
Ωq
gq
aˆ†q
)
n∣∣C0, (0, . . . , 0)〉 (3)
are dark states: they are eigenstates of the interation
Hamiltonian with zero eigenvalue. Here the (n1, . . . , nq)-
part denotes the state of the quantized light eld in Fok
representation.
Adiabati transfer of optial states
If one of the ontrol elds is strong (Ωi ≫ gi
√
N))
while others vanish, the dark state takes the form
|D,n〉 Ωk 6=i→0−−−−−→
∣∣C0, (0, . . . , n, . . . , 0)〉
ith mode
; (4)
all photons gather in the aording signal eld mode. If
all ontrols are slowly swithed o the dark state adia-
batially hanges to
|D,n〉 Ω1=···=ΩQ=0−−−−−−−−−→ |Cn, (0, . . . , 0)〉 , (5)
so the quantum optial state arried by the ith mode is
onverted to a oherent olletive ground state superpo-
sition [19℄.
Suppose now that while the system is in the state (4),
another ontrol eld Ωj is turned on. In this ase, by
adiabati following, the state of the system will onvert
to
|D,n〉 Ωk 6=i,k 6=j=0−−−−−−−−→
(
Ωi
gi
aˆ†i +
Ωj
gj
aˆ†j
)n ∣∣C0, (0, . . . , 0)〉 .
(6)
If Ωi is then slowly turned o, the quantum state of the
ith optial mode will be transferred to the jth mode om-
pletely:
|D,n〉 Ωk 6=j→0−−−−−→
∣∣C0, (0, . . . , n, . . . , 0)〉
jth mode
. (7)
We see that, by varying the ontrol elds, the quan-
tum state an be transferred to any other optial mode
or their oherent superposition. We all this proedure
Raman adiabati transfer of optial states (RATOS) by
analogy to the well known STIRAP tehnique whih per-
mits transfer of population between atomi states by
means of adiabati interation with light [21℄. In RATOS,
on the other hand, quantum states are transferred be-
tween optial states by adiabati interation with atoms.
The above treatment is valid for the ase of disrete,
non-propagating modes, e.g. in a avity. In the pratial
ase of a propagating eld, photons rst travel through an
atom-free environment, then ouple into an EIT medium,
experiene RATOS while in transfer, and nally leave
the medium. In order to understand the propagation
dynamis, the theory must be reformulated in terms of
dark-state polaritons akin to ref. [19℄. This is our task
for the remainder of the paper.
One spei question that needs to be addressed is
whether RATOS an be applied to optial elds that are
initially (prior to oupling into an EIT system) not in a
dark state in the sense of equation (3). An example is
both modes i and j ontaining one photon while the re-
maining modes are in the vauum state. Can one hoose
ontrol elds in suh a way that these photons are loss-
lessly oupled into an EIT medium, and if not, what
minimum loss an one expet? More generally, what are
the possibilities of quantum optial state engineering in
a multi-level EIT environment?
MAPPING TO A SINGLE-Λ SYSTEM
Our approah is to develop a basis transformation of
the atomi and optial states that will map a multi-Λ-
system to a normal EIT (single-Λ) sheme, thus providing
an intuitive understanding for the optial properties of
the system.
3Changing the atomi basis
Consider one atom with a multi-Λ level struture as in
g. 1. In the rotating wave frame the Hamiltonian reads
Hˆ(t) = −h¯ δ
2
|B〉〈B| − h¯∆
2
|C〉〈C|
− h¯
Q∑
q=1
(
gqaˆq |Aq〉〈B|+Ωq(t) |Aq〉〈C|
)
+ H.a.,
(8)
whih in the absene of the quantized elds redues to
Hˆ0 = −h¯ δ
2
|B〉〈B| − h¯
(
∆
2
|C〉+Ω |EB〉
)
〈C| +H.a.,
(9)
where
|EB〉 =
Q∑
q=1
Ωq
Ω
|Aq〉 and (10)
and
Ω =
√√√√ Q∑
q=1
|Ωq|2. (11)
Hˆ0 possesses Q eigenstates of zero eigenvalue, one of
them obviously being |B〉. The others are superpositions
of exited states |Aq〉 that are orthogonal to the exited
bright state |EB〉 and thus not oupled by the ontrol
elds.
A basis spanning this subspae an be expliitly on-
struted by an unitary Householder reetion [22℄
Uˆ = σ |u〉〈u| − 1 with σ = 〈AQ|EB〉+ 1 = ΩQ
Ω
+ 1
(12)
and |u〉 = 1σ (|AQ〉+ |EB〉)
so that |EB〉 = Uˆ |AQ〉 and
|EDq〉 ≡ Uˆ |Aq〉 =
Ω∗q
Ω∗Q +Ω
(
|AQ〉+ |EB〉
)
− |Aq〉
for q = 1, . . . , Q− 1.
(13)
In this basis the interation Hamiltonian then reads
Hˆ = −h¯ ∆
2
|C〉〈C| − h¯ δ
2
|B〉〈B| − h¯Ω |EB〉〈C|
− h¯
Q∑
q=1
Q−1∑
r=1
gq 〈EDr|Aq〉 aˆq |EDr〉〈B|
− h¯
Q∑
q=1
gq 〈EB|Aq〉 aˆq |EB〉〈B| +H.a.
(14)
|EB〉
δ
(q = 1, . . . , Q)
aˆq
∆
Ω
|B〉
|C〉
|EDQ−1〉
|ED1〉
FIG. 2: Multi Λ-system in the exited dark-state basis: The
lassi elds Ωq drive only the |EB〉 ⇔ |C〉 transition and eah
quantized eld mode aˆq mode ouples to all of the exited
states
∣∣ED(1,...,Q−1)〉 and |EB〉.
As expeted, the states |EDq〉 do not undergo any inter-
ation with the lassial elds Ωq at all.
This an be interpreted physially by understanding
that the phases and amplitudes of the exited states |Aq〉
are suh that the probability amplitudes for a transition
from the states |EDq〉 to |C〉 interfere destrutively, akin
to dark states in a normal EIT sheme  hene we all
the |EDq〉 exited dark states.
Also in lose analogy to EIT, the ground state |C〉
is oupled to only one partiular superposition |EB〉 of
the exited states (the exited bright state), where the
transition probabilities interfere onstrutively.
However, eah of the weak quantized optial modes
aˆq ouples the ground state |B〉 to all of the states
|EB〉 , |ED1〉 , . . . , |EDQ−1〉 (see g. 2). If the exited
states |Aq〉 have a short lifetime, so do the states |EDq〉.
Hene, in general, light in the modes aˆq would not expe-
riene EIT; the photons would get absorbed, exiting the
atom to the |EDq〉 levels whih deay due to spontaneous
emission. In the next subsetion we show, however, that
there exists a linear superposition of signal states whih
does not ouple to |EDq〉's, thus enabling EIT in this
system.
Changing the optial basis
We are looking for a new set of quantized eld mode
operators bˆq dened by the unitary transform Wˆ : aˆq =∑Q
s=1Wqs bˆs, so that one of the new operators bˆQ does
not ouple to any of the exited dark-states |EDq〉, in
other words
Q∑
q=1
gq 〈EDr|Aq〉WqQ bˆQ = 0 for all r 6= Q. (15)
Sine
∑Q
q=1Ωq 〈EDr|Aq〉 = 〈EDr|EB〉 = 0 we an
4hoose
WqQ =
1
R
Ωq
gq
with R =
√√√√ Q∑
q=1
∣∣∣∣Ωqgq
∣∣∣∣
2
(16)
as a solution for equation (15) and x the other ompo-
nents of Wˆ by onstruting it as a Householder reetion
in a fashion analogous to equation (12):
W = γ ~w~w† − 1 with γ = 1
R
ΩQ
gQ
+ 1 (17)
and ~w =
1
γ
(
~eQ +
1
R
Q∑
q=1
Ωq
gq
~eq
)
.
In this new atomi and photoni basis the Hamiltonian
reads
Hˆ = −h¯
(
∆
2
|C〉〈C|+Ω |EB〉〈C|
)
− h¯
(
δ
2
|B〉〈B|+ g bˆQ |EB〉〈B|
)
− h¯
Q−1∑
q=1
bˆq
(
gEBq |EB〉〈B|+
Q−1∑
r=1
gEDrq |EDr〉〈B|
)
+H.a.
(18)
The rst two terms orrespond exatly to the Hamil-
tonian of a traditional Λ-system (|B〉 ↔ |EB〉 ⇔ |C〉).
The quantized eld mode
bˆQ =
1
R
Q∑
q=1
Ωq
∗
gq∗
aˆq (19)
ouples |EB〉 to |B〉 with strength g = ΩR and detuning
δ whereas, among all exited atomi states, only |EB〉
is oupled to |C〉 by the lassial eld mode Ω detuned
by ∆.
We see that weak signal pulses in the bˆQ mode interat
with the atoms of a multi-Λ-medium in a fashion om-
pletely analogous to pulses propagating through the well
understood standard EIT system.
In addition, we have the modes
bˆq =
1
R+
ΩQ
gQ
Ωq
gq
(
aˆQ + bˆQ
)
− aˆq, q 6= Q (20)
eah oupling to the exited bright state |EB〉 and also
to the (absorbing) exited dark states |EDq〉 (g. 3) with
strengths gEBq and g
EDr
q (whose expliit form is not of
interest). These modes do not experiene EIT.
|EB〉
δ
∆
Ω
bˆQ
bˆq
(q = 1, . . . , Q− 1)
|C〉
|B〉
|ED1〉
|EDQ−1〉
FIG. 3: The multi Λ-system after basis transformation of both
atomi and optial Hilbert spaes: The lassial elds Ωq drive
only the |EB〉 ⇔ |C〉 transition and form an EIT system with
the quantized eld mode bˆQ. The other modes bˆq 6=Q ouple
also to the exited dark states |EDq〉 and therefore undergo
absorption.
PROPAGATING FIELDS
Dark-state polaritons
The preeding setion demonstrated that by a unitary
transformation in both the atomi states and the quan-
tized eld modes the multi-Λ-system an be mapped to
the well known standard EIT-sheme. In order to ap-
ply the dark-state polariton formalism to this system,
we need to derive the wave propagation (Maxwell-Bloh)
equation for the eld b˜Q. For referene, we rst rewrite
the main denitions of Ref. [19℄ in our notation.
We introdue the atomi operators
σ˜
(j)
α,β = |α〉jj〈β| ei
ωαβ
c
zj
(21)
ating on the j-th atom loated at position zj, with ωαβ
being the laser frequeny. Assuming that the transition
energies of the quantized elds are well separated, the
eletri eld an be deomposed into omponents eah
interating only with their respetive transition:
Eˆ(z, t) =
Q∑
q=1
Eˆq(z, t), Eˆq oupling |B〉 ↔ |Aq〉 .
(22)
We now dene the slowly varying eld operators
a˜q(z, t) by the positive frequeny parts of our eld om-
ponents:
Eˆ+q (z, t) = a˜q(z, t)
√
h¯νq
2ε0V
exp
[
i
νq
c
(z − ct)
]
. (23)
To desribe the evolution of the atomi variables, we an
assume that the quantum amplitude of the atomi vari-
ables does not depend strongly on the position. By in-
troduing a smearing kernel s with
∫ L
0 s(z) dz =
L
N and
a zero-entered support with a width that is large om-
pared to the average distane of two atoms but small in
5relation to the medium length L, we obtain the mean-
eld operators
σ˜α,β(z) =
N∑
j=1
s(z − zj) σ˜(j)α,β , (24)
so that, assuming ∆ = δ = 0,
Hˆ(t) = −h¯N
L
L∫
0
Q∑
q=1
[
gq σ˜Aq ,B(z)a˜q(z, t)
+ σ˜Aq ,C(z)Ωq(t)
]
dz +H.a.
(25)
Performing mappings Uˆ and Wˆ on atoms and light, the
Hamiltonian transforms as follows:
Hˆ
int
= −h¯N
L
L∫
0
dz
(
g σ˜EB,B b˜Q + σ˜EB,C Ω
+
Q−1∑
q=1
b˜q
(
gBq σ˜EB,B +
Q−1∑
r=1
gEDrq σ˜EDr ,B
)
+H.a.
)
.
(26)
The Maxwell-Bloh equations for the individual elds
are ( ∂
∂t
+ c
∂
∂z
)
a˜q = iNg
∗
i σ˜B,AQ . (27)
Performing summation of eqs. (27) over q's with weights
Ω∗q/g
∗
q and utilizing relations (10) and (19), we nd( ∂
∂t
+ c
∂
∂z
)
b˜Q = iNgσ˜B,EB. (28)
In other words, if there is no light in the modes b˜q 6=Q
and no atoms are in the exited states, the propagation
of mode b˜Q in a multilevel EIT setting is fully equivalent
to that in a single-Λ system dened by g. 3.
Similarly to ref. [19℄, one an dene the dark-state po-
lariton for this system. Upon entering the medium an
inoming light pulse in the EIT mode forms a polari-
ton Ψˆ, a superposition of an eletromagneti wave in the
b˜Q mode and a olletive atomi exitation σ˜EB,C whih
generates an eigenstate of eigenvalue zero of the intera-
tion Hamiltonian.
Ψˆ = cos θ(t) b˜Q − sin θ(t)
√
N σ˜B,C (29)
tan θ(t) =
√
N
R(t)
(30)
By hanging the lassial ontrol elds' parameter R the
harater of this polariton (whether it is more optial
(θ ≈ 0) or has a stronger atomi omponent (θ ≈ pi2 ))
an be hanged.
Inoupling and Slowdown
The suseptibility for the EIT mode [23℄ is proportional
to
χQ ∝ Ng2 ∆− δ
(∆− δ)(δ + iγ2 ) + Ω2
. (31)
where γ is the spontaneous deay rate of the exited
bright-state |EB〉. So for a signal beam in preise two-
photon resonane (∆ = δ) the refrative index is one:
no bak-reetion or absorption of a signal entering and
passing through the medium ours. This also holds for
pulses as long as their bandwidth is signiantly smaller
than the EIT transpareny window
FWHM =
γ
2


√(
4Ω
γ
)2
+ 1− 1

 . (32)
If the eetive Rabi frequeny Ω is small ompared
to γ, the transpareny window is narrow and equa-
tion (31) predits a strong dispersion. This leads to a
strongly redued group veloity vg for the polariton wave
vg =
c
1 + ng
, ng =
N
R2
. (33)
RATOS
The proedure
Based on this formalism we now desribe a protool for
transfer of quantum information between optial modes
(Raman adiabati transfer of optial states, RATOS).
If the intensities of the ontrol elds are hanged
slowly, the eigenstates follow the new onditions adia-
batially [28℄. The dark-state polariton as eigenstate of
zero interation energy is thus preserved  however its
mode omposition and propagation veloity an be on-
trolled by the parameters {Ωq} of the strong ontrol elds
aording to equation (19).
This allows for transfer of quantum information from
an optial mode a˜i to another mode a˜j:
• First only one strong ontrol eld Ωi is swithed
on. The medium then exhibits eletromagnetially
indued transpareny for the b˜Q = a˜i mode.
• An inoming quantum pulse in the a˜i mode an en-
ter the EIT medium without absorption or reexion
sine at two-photon resonane the refrative index
for the signal eld is 1. The pulse experienes a
redution of the group veloity aording to equa-
tion (33).
6• This slowdown also leads to a spatial ompression:
the pulse gets shorter in length, whih helps in
keeping the size of the medium reasonably small.
• One the pulse is ompletely inside the medium,
the ontrol eld Ωi is replaed by another eld Ωj
adiabatially. Assuming the mixing angle θ is kept
onstant, the polariton hanges its harateristis
as follows:
Ψˆt=−∞ = cos θ a˜i −
√
N sin θ σ˜C,EB
→ cos θ a˜j −
√
N sin θ σ˜C,EB = Ψˆt=∞
(34)
and all photons are now in the j-th mode.
• A pulse with a dierent frequeny but in the same
optial quantum state as the original pulse exits the
medium in mode a˜j .
RATOS might nd appliations as an optial swith to
route optial quantum information. If in the end not one
but several ontrol elds are present, the inoming pulse
is split into optial modes with dierent frequenies.
We now review a few reently published proedures
for transferring optial information via atomi transitions
that are related to the one developed above. Zibrov et
al. [24℄ used the double Λ system formed by the ne stru-
ture splitting of
87
Rb. They rst ouple in a light pulse
resonant to one of the ne transition lines and store it
via an adiabati turn-o of the ontrol eld. Later on
they retrieve it with a ontrol eld tuned to the other
ne struture transition. Matsko et al. and Peng et al.
[25, 26℄ investigate transferring a light pulse to another
mode using storage in a single-Λ system. By interhang-
ing the roles of the ontrol and signal modes in the re-
trieving proess, the pulse is retrieved at the frequeny of
the original ontrol eld. The main dierene of RATOS
with respet to these proposals is that it oers a way
to extend this transfer to multiple modes (and even to
their oherent superpositions) and that an intermediate
storing of the pulse is not neessary.
QUANTUM STATE ENGINEERING
Now we also an answer the question to whih extent
RATOS an be used for engineering of optial quantum
states. The only mode that an losslessly enter a multi-
level EIT sample is that assoiated with the operator bˆQ
whih is a linear ombination of individual mode opera-
tors {aˆq}. However, by hoosing amplitudes and phases
of the ontrol elds one an adjust the oeients of the
linear ombination.
The linear transformationW ({Ω1, . . . ,ΩQ}) : a˜q → b˜q
of the elds at the ell entrane an be visualized as an
interferometer, i.e. a sequene of linear optial elements
suh as beam splitters and mirrors (g. 4). While this
transformation does not by itself represent any physi-
al proess, the modes b˜q do have a physial meaning as
only one of them is able to propagate through the ell
due to EIT; the rest get absorbed. While the mode b˜Q
is traversing the ell, the ontrol elds may hange adi-
abatially so at the ell output, when the propagating
modes onvert bak to a˜q's, the interferometer, dened
by W ({Ω′1, . . . ,Ω′Q}), may be ompletely dierent. As a
result, optial states an be transferred among dierent
input and output modes a˜q.
As an example, we onsider a double-Λ-system (Q = 2)
with two ontrol elds suh that
Ω1
g1
= Ω2g2 . Then the
inoming light elds an be deomposed into the orthog-
onal modes b˜1/2 =
1√
2
(a˜2 ∓ a˜1). Light in the mode
b˜Q = b˜2 sees EIT and is subjet to the RATOS proess.
Light in the mode b˜1 however ouples to both exited
states |ED1〉 and |EB〉. This leads to absorption; due
to spontaneous emission exitations of this mode will be
sattered away or deay into the EIT mode. This agrees
with Razy«sky's and Zaremba's preditions for a lassi-
al double-Λ-system [18℄.
Suppose this system is irradiated by an optial pulse
whih ontains exatly one photon in eah mode. The
optial mode assoiated with this pulse onsists to equal
parts of the EIT-mode b˜Q = b˜2 and the absorbing
mode b˜1.
a˜†1a˜
†
2 |0〉 =
1
2
(
b˜†2
2 − b˜†1 2
)
|0〉 . (35)
For this reason, only with 50% probability will both pho-
tons be oupled into the medium and get fused into the
EIT mode b˜2; with equal probability they will experiene
absorption. So in this setup the double-Λ medium does
not perform better than an ordinary beam splitter: here
the Hong-Ou-Mandel eet [27℄ also provides a 50% prob-
ability for the two photons to fuse into a spei mode.
Furthermore, it is lear that no ombination of ontrol
elds would make the atomi system fully transparent
for the state (35), so this state annot be oupled into
the EIT medium without loss.
In summary, a multi-Λ medium is equivalent to a lin-
ear optial system with a built-in storage devie and
with multiple input and output modes whih dier in
frequeny (g. 4).
CONCLUSIONS
We have extended a full quantum treatment of the
eletromagnetially-indued transpareny to multi-Λ sys-
tems. An expliit form of an unitary mapping is pre-
sented that relates the dark states to the eets observed
in a standard EIT sheme. Most of the properties of this
well investigated system an be transferred and extended
to systems with multiple exited levels.
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FIG. 4: Linear optial iruit equivalent to a multi-Λ on-
guration. The phase shifts and reetivities of the input
(output) ombining mirrors are determined by the phases
and amplitudes of the lassial ontrol elds during the in-
oupling (out-oupling) proess. In this model, the aousto-
optial modulators (AOM) at ell entranes and exits bring
the input elds to the same frequeny so they beome indis-
tinguishable when handled by the interferometers.
The mapping provides a physial explanation for the
existene of the deay sensitive |EDq〉 states and the a-
ording bright-state modes bˆq 6=Q.
EIT in a multi-Λ sheme might be useful for multiplex-
ing and routing of optial quantum information as well
as for the preparation of multi-mode entangled quantum
states. Its appliation to quantum-optial engineering
is however limited by its equivalene to a linear-optial
setup with a built-in storage apability.
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